Determining Thermodynamic and Kinetic Paths for Austenite Decomposition above the Upper Ae1 in Fe-C-12Mn Steel

Abstract: Ternary steels often take non-equilibrium decomposition paths from the parent austenite, largely because of the widely disparate diffusivities between carbon and the substitutional element. The talk will analyze this type of path, the energy expended, and corrective mechanisms followed by an Fe-C-Mn alloy during its evolution towards thermodynamic equilibrium when isothermally heat treated. The phase transformations include formation of two lamellar reactions, pearlite and cellular, both producing non-equilibrium products. Carbon activity in the austenite matrix is calculated by combining detailed volume fraction analysis and manganese distribution data over times up to 180 days. Carbon isoactivity lines are then superimposed on isopleth sections of the phase diagram. In this fashion Gibbs free energy can be tracked to follow the alloy’s ‘missteps’ and corrections in its approach towards equilibrium. Most interesting is at 660 and 650°C where ferrite can form in association with cementite in a pearlite microstructure that is well within the austenite + cementite phase field.
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